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ABSTRACT
Barrier coverage is a critical issue in wireless sensor networks
for various battlefield and homeland security applications.
The goal is to effectively detect intruders that attempt to
penetrate the region of interest. A sensor barrier is formed
by a connected sensor cluster across the entire deployed re-
gion, acting as a “trip wire” to detect any crossing intruders.
In this paper we study how to efficiently improve barrier
coverage using mobile sensors with limited mobility. After
the initial deployment, mobile sensors can move to desired
locations and connect with other sensors in order to create
new barriers. However, simply moving sensors to form a
large local cluster does not necessarily yield a global barrier.
This global nature of barrier coverage makes it a challenging
task to devise effective sensor mobility schemes. Moreover, a
good sensor mobility scheme should efficiently improve bar-
rier coverage under the constraints of available mobile sen-
sors and their moving range. We first explore the fundamen-
tal limits of sensor mobility on barrier coverage and present a
sensor mobility scheme that constructs the maximum num-
ber of barriers with minimum sensor moving distance. We
then present an efficient algorithm to compute the existence
of barrier coverage with sensors of limited mobility, and ex-
amine the effects of the number of mobile sensors and their
moving ranges on the barrier coverage improvement. Both
the analytical results and performance of the algorithms are
evaluated via extensive simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks have become a powerful tool for

many military and homeland security related applications,
including battlefield perimeter surveillance, critical infras-
tructure (e.g., ports, nuclear power plants) protection, and
country border control, to name a few. In these applications,
sensors are deployed to monitor the region of interest and
detect intruders. The barrier coverage of a sensor network
characterizes its capability to detect intruders that attempt
to cross the deployed region into protected areas. Due to its
unique requirement, the barrier coverage of a wireless sensor
network exhibits different characteristics and calls for differ-
ent design considerations than other coverage measures such
as area coverage and point coverage.

Recently, there has been increasing interest in deploying
mobile sensor networks, which can be extremely valuable
in hostile environments such as battlefields and hazardous
areas. Numerous mobile sensor platforms have been devel-
oped, including Packbot [1], Robomote [2], and Khepera [3],
etc. As technologies advance, these mobile sensor platforms
will become increasingly available and may be deployed on
a large scale in practical applications in the future.

Most of the previous studies on the barrier coverage of
wireless sensor networks consider constructing barriers with
stationary sensors [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. While there has been
much effort investigating how to move sensors to improve
area coverage of a wireless sensor network [10, 11, 12, 13],
the impact of sensor mobility on barrier coverage has not
been adequately explored.

In wireless sensor networks, a barrier is formed by a chain
of overlapping sensors that spans the entire region of in-
terest. While placing sensors side by side regularly along
a straight line across the region provides the most efficient
barrier coverage, it is infeasible to achieve in many applica-
tions scenarios. When deploying sensors to monitor hostile
or hard-to-reach areas, e.g., battlefields or remote country
borders with complex terrains, we may have to rely on other
deployment methods such as dispersing sensors from an air-
craft or artillery ordinance, resulting in a random sensor
distribution.

In [6], it has been shown that barrier coverage is difficult
to achieve when sensors are randomly deployed. This is be-
cause a large fraction of sensors will not contribute to barrier
coverage. In a mobile sensor network, after the initial de-



ployment, mobile sensors can move to desired locations and
connect with other un-utilized sensors to form new barri-
ers, as illustrated in Figure 1. Therefore, it is important to
effectively exploit sensor mobility so as to improve barrier
coverage. Otherwise, a sensor network deployment may not
achieve its coverage goal and the sensors will be wasted.
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Figure 1: Mobile sensors relocate themselves to con-
tribute to barrier coverage of the network. Sensors
are deployed in rectangular region of �×w. Sensors’
sensing range is r, and mobile sensors’ maximum
moving range is R.

While the potential improvement is promising, it is chal-
lenging to compute a desired location for each mobile sensor
to move to, as well as to explore the performance poten-
tials of sensor mobility, due to the non-local nature of the
barrier coverage. For example, in Figure 1, a barrier will
be formed only when both mobile nodes are relocated to the
desired locations as illustrated. Moreover, another challenge
of constructing barriers with mobile sensors is that existing
mobile sensor platforms are often powered by small batteries
which significantly limit the range of their movement. For
instance, the on-board batteries of Robomote nodes only
last for about 20 minutes in full motion. Given a typical
speed of 15 cm/sec, the range of movement is only about
180 meters [2].

Given a network scenario (initial sensor deployment, num-
ber of mobile sensors and their moving ranges), it is desir-
able to form the maximum number of disjoint barriers so as
to provides effective and robust defense against intruders.
The final barrier coverage is dictated by the sensor mobility
scheme that determines the location that each mobile sensor
should move to. A desirable sensor mobility scheme should
take advantage of the existing network topology and effi-
ciently improve barrier coverage under the limited mobility
constraint.

Moving sensors to join a large local cluster may not cre-
ate new barriers, as the cluster may not continue to cross
the whole region. The creation of a new barrier often re-
quire multiple sensors to be relocated to certain locations
respectively. However, a sensor cannot move to an arbitrary
location due to its limited moving range. Moreover, while a
mobile sensor may move to any location within its moving
range, it can only contribute to at most one disjoint barrier.

We are interested in the following research problems: Where
should each mobile sensor move to maximize the number of
barriers that can be formed? How does the improvement
depend on the number of available mobile sensors and their
moving range? What are the fundamental limits of the bar-
rier coverage using mobile sensors and what is the corre-
sponding mobility requirement? Answers to these questions

provide important insights into the design and performance
of wireless sensor networks for barrier coverage.

The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

• We first explore the fundamental limits of the barrier
coverage under sensor mobility. When a total num-
ber of m mobile sensors are deployed in a rectangular
area of dimension � × w, if all sensors have a sens-
ing range of r, we show that a maximum number of
� 2mr

�
� barriers can be formed, and the minimum of

the maximum (minimax) moving distance among all

sensors is Θ(
√

�r + w) w.h.p. We further present an
efficient sensor mobility scheme that achieves the max-
imum barrier coverage and minimizes the maximum
sensor moving distance.

• We show that sensor mobility can effectively lower the
percolation threshold of the network, and thus improve
the barrier coverage probability. We further devise an
algorithm that computes the existence of barrier cov-
erage under the limited sensor mobility constraint, and
constructs a barrier should it exist. Through extensive
simulations we examine the impact of sensor mobility
on barrier coverage. Our results show that the frac-
tion of mobile sensors or the moving range of mobile
sensors has to reach a certain level before the barrier
coverage starts to improve. After this, the improve-
ment rises rapidly and levels off after all possible new
barriers are formed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related work on barrier coverage of sensor net-
works. Section 3 describes the network model used in this
study. Section 4 explores the fundamental limits of bar-
rier coverage under sensor mobility. We present an efficient
sensor mobility scheme that achieves the maximum barrier
coverage and minimizes the maximum sensor moving dis-
tance. In Section 5, we present an algorithm to compute
whether a network with mobile sensors is barrier coverable,
and examine the impact of sensor mobility on barrier cover-
age. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
The notion of barrier coverage was first introduced in

the context of robotic sensors [14]. For wireless sensor net-
works, [15, 16] studied the path coverage and exposure prob-
lems, and presented efficient algorithms to find the maxi-
mum breach path and minimum exposure path. Later, sev-
eral distributed algorithms were devised for the path cover-
age problems [17, 18]. In [19], the authors investigated the
detection of intruders traversing the region using collabora-
tive detection schemes among sensors.

In [4], Liu and Towsley studied the barrier coverage prob-
lem on two-dimensional plane and two-dimensional strip sen-
sor networks using percolation theory. The barrier coverage
of a two-dimensional plane network is related to the exis-
tence of a giant sensor cluster that percolates the network.
Recently, Liu, Dousse, Wang, and Saipulla derived the crit-
ical conditions for the existence of barrier coverage and de-
vised efficient algorithms to construct sensor barriers [6].
In [20, 21], the percolation and barrier coverage of three-
dimensional sensor networks are studied.

Kumar, Lai, and Arora [5] introduced the notion of weak
coverage and derived the critical conditions for the existence



of weak barrier coverage in a randomly deployed sensor net-
work. Later, Chen, Kumar, and Lai [22] devised a localized
algorithm that guarantees the detection of intruders whose
trajectory is confined to a slice of the belt region of deploy-
ment. In [7], Chen, Lai, and Xuan studied how to measure
and ensure the quality of barrier coverage in wireless sensor
networks. In [9, 23], Yang and Qiao studied the effects of
sensor collaboration and multi-round deployment on barrier
coverage.

Most of the early work assumes that the sensor locations
follow a Poisson point process where sensors are distributed
in a large area uniformly at random. Saipulla et al. first con-
sidered an application scenario where sensors are dropped
along certain lines with random offsets [24], and established
analytical results for the barrier coverage probability in [8].

The impact of sensor mobility on network coverage has
been investigated in several studies. Amaldi et al. proposed
an optimization framework for selecting sensor positions to
detect mobile targets traversing a given area [25]. Chellap-
pan et al studied the issue of relocating mobile sensor with
limited moving range to minimize the variance in number
of sensors among the regions and simultaneously minimize
the sensor movements [13]. In [26], Shen et al proposed a
virtual force based heuristic algorithm to relocate mobile
sensors to form barriers. Using a game theoretic approach,
sensor movement strategies are studied to defend against in-
trusions in wireless sensor networks [27, 28]. In [29, 30], two
algorithms are proposed to schedule the movement of mo-
bile sensors that collaborate via data fusion to achieve the
desirable spatiotemporal sensing performance.

Compared to early studies on barrier coverage [4, 5, 6,
7, 9, 24, 8], our paper studies the barrier coverage problem
with mobile sensors. Compared to other papers on mobile
coverage problems [13, 25, 26, 28], our paper is the first to
consider barrier coverage problem with mobility constrained
sensors and we also established a minimum required moving
range to efficiently construct barriers with mobile sensors.

3. NETWORK MODEL
Two classes of sensor location distribution models have

been considered in the previous studies: the uniform distri-
bution model where sensors are deployed in a region uni-
formly at random, and the line-based model where sensors
are deployed along certain lines [8]. Both models are valid
and applicable for different application scenarios. For ex-
ample, when sensors are dropped by an aircraft along its
flying route, the sensor distribution follows the line-based
model. If sensors are launched from artillery ordinance to
an area uniformly at random, it may be approximated by
the uniform distribution model. In this paper we focus on
the impact of sensor mobility on the barrier coverage under
the uniform random model.

We adopt the commonly used binary disk sensing model.
All the sensors have a common sensing radius of r. A sensor
can detect an intruder if and only if the intruder is within
distance r from the sensor. In practice, sensing areas are
never perfect disks. However, the disk model can provide
lower and upper bounds for realistic irregular sensing areas
[31].

In the initial deployment, a combination of n station-
ary and m mobile sensors are distributed uniformly at ran-
dom in a large two-dimensional rectangle area of size �×w.
Due to the application characteristics of barrier coverage,

the deployment region is often a thin strip area, for exam-
ple, boundaries of a battlefield and perimeters of a nuclear
plant. The length of the rectangle is usually significantly
larger than its width, i.e., � � w. In the asymptotic case,
�(n), w(n) → ∞ as n, m → ∞, the initial sensor locations
follow a Poisson point process. The densities of the station-
ary and mobile sensors are n

�(n)w(n)
and m

�(n)w(n)
, respec-

tively.
After the initial deployment, mobile sensors can relocate

themselves. Due to power constraint, we assume each mobile
sensor has a maximum moving range of R. As shown in
Figure 1, a mobile sensor, initially located at (x0, y0) can
move to any location within a circle of radius R, i.e., any
point (x, y) with (x − x0)

2 + (y − y0)
2 ≤ R2.

Figure 2: Example for non-locality of mobile barrier
coverage problem.

In a wireless sensor network, a crossing path is a contin-
uous curve that connects one side of the deployed region to
the opposite side. For a two-dimensional rectangle, we as-
sume that the intruders attempt to cross the width of the
rectangle area, as depicted in Figure 1. A barrier is a chain
of overlapping sensors across the entire region. Clearly, such
a barrier will intersect any crossing paths and thus is guar-
anteed to detect any crossing intruders.

A wireless sensor network is barrier covered if there exists
at least one barrier. The strength of the barrier coverage
of a sensor network can be measured by the number of dis-
joint barriers that an intruder crosses over when traversing
through the network.

A challenge to using sensor mobility to improve barrier
coverage is the non-locality nature of the problem. As shown
in Figure 2, based on location information of nearby sensors,
the mobile sensor (solid dots) on the right hand side can
choose to fill one of the two “gaps”. However, without the
global network topology information and coordinating with
the other mobile sensor, it cannot make an informed decision
to form a global barrier.

4. MINIMUM REQUIRED MOVING RANGE
In this section, we first investigate the fundamental limit

of the barrier coverage that a mobile sensor network can
provide, as well as the requirement on the sensor mobility
to reach the limit. We then present an efficient sensor move-
ment scheme that can provide the maximum barrier cover-
age while minimizing the maximum moving distance among
all sensors. Last, we present the simulation results of our
sensor movement scheme and compare its performance to a
greedy approach.

Sensor movements are often powered by batteries (or local
fuel reserve on robots), and normally individual sensors do
not share power. Minimizing the total distance traveled by



all sensors will minimize total energy cost but will not neces-
sarily lead to balanced power consumption among sensors.
On the other hand, minimizing the maximum of distance
traveled by any sensor will balance the power consumption
among sensors, thus prolonging the network lifetime. For
network planning, it is important to find out the minimum
required moving range of mobile sensors, as it decides the
battery capacity needed to achieve barrier coverage in a mo-
bile sensor network.

4.1 Analytical Results

Theorem 1. When m mobile sensors are deployed in a
rectangle area of size � × w, the maximum number of hori-
zontal barriers that can be formed is

nb = �2mr

�
� (1)

To achieve this limit, the expected minimum of the maximum
moving distance among all mobile sensors is

dm = Θ(
√

�r + w) w.h.p. (2)

Proof. Each sensor covers a disk area of radius r. In
a rectangle area of size � × w, a horizontal barrier requires
at least �/2r sensors to be placed along a line side by side.
Therefore, the maximum number of barriers that can be
formed is

nb = � m

�/2r
� = �2mr

�
�

We consider the following two-phase sensor movement scheme
to form k (k ≤ nb) horizontal barriers. These k barriers may
be evenly spaced out within the rectangle region, or be lo-
cated at arbitrary vertical locations according to application
requirements.

1. First Phase (vertical movement): sensors move verti-
cally to evenly populate k (k ≤ nb) horizontal lines.
After movement, each line will have m/k sensors. The
maximum moving distance along the vertical direction
is Θ(w).

2. Second Phase (horizontal movement): sensors move
horizontally to their assigned grid points positions (de-
fined below as Y ) along the lines.

In the second phase, sensors on each line are initially dis-
tributed uniformly at random. To form a barrier, they will
need to be relocated to grid points of coordinates (2i + 1)r,
0 ≤ i ≤ �/2r − 1. Once every grid point is occupied by a
sensor, there is no gap on the line and a barrier is created.

The sensor relocation can be considered as a minimax grid
matching problem [32], where mobile sensors need to be per-
fectly matched to the grid points with the coordinates spec-
ified above.

Denote the initial sensor locations by

X = {x1, . . . , x�/2r},
and the grid points on the line by

Y = {yi = (2i + 1)r}�/2r−1
i=0 .

Let L(X, Y ) denote the minimum length such that there
exists a perfect matching of the points in X to the grid points
in Y for which the distance between every pair of matched

S

(i)

(ii)

D

(iii)

Figure 3: The two-phase sensor movement scheme.
Sensors first move vertically to a pre-specified line
of defense. They are then assigned to the different
grid points, move horizontally to their final loca-
tions, and form a barrier.

points is at most L(X, Y ). In other words, L(X, Y ) is the
minimum over all perfect matchings of the maximum dis-
tance between any pair of matched points, minimax match-
ing length, and is thus called the minimax matching length.

From [32], for 1-dimensional case where n points are matched
to the grid points within [0,1], the expected value of the min-
imax matching length is Θ(1/

√
n), i.e., there are positive

constants c and C such that

c ≤ n1/2E[L(X, Y )] ≤ C.

Applying proper scaling in our model where a number of
�/2r points are matched to grid points within segment [0,
�], we have

E[L(X, Y )] = Θ(
√

�r).

Combining the two moving phases, the expected minimax
moving distance among all sensors is

dm = Θ(
√

�r + w) =

j √
lr if w = O(

√
lr)

w if w = ω(
√

lr)

�

Discussions of results:

• In practice, sensors do not need to move in this two-
phase (vertical then horizontal) fashion. They can di-
rectly move to the final locations in a straight line
with a shortened distance. Nevertheless, the two-phase
scheme can be used to compute the final location for
each sensor. Based on the results, each sensor then
moves to its final location in a straight line of distance

d = Θ
“p

lr + w2
”

=

j √
lr if w = O(

√
lr)

w if w = ω(
√

lr)



The asymptotic behavior of the minimax moving dis-
tance remains the same as the two-phase sensor mo-
bility scheme. Therefore, the two-phase sensor mobil-
ity scheme is order optimal in achieving the maximum
barrier coverage while minimizing the maximum mov-
ing distance among sensors.

• Depending on the relative magnitude of w and
√

lr, the
minimax moving distance among all sensors is dom-
inated by movement in different directions. Specif-
ically, when w = O(

√
lr), the horizontal movement

dominates the total moving distance. Otherwise, when
w = ω(

√
lr), the total moving distance is dominated

by the vertical movement.

• If the goal is to minimize the total moving distance
of all sensors, a similar matching problem, the trans-
portation problem, can be considered. Denote T (X,Y )
as the minimum sum of the distance between matched
pairs of points in X and Y . It is easily shown that
cn1/2 ≤ E[T (X, Y )] ≤ Cn1/2, giving the same asymp-
totic results as in the minimax grid matching problem
[32].

4.2 Algorithm Design
We now present a sensor mobility scheme that matches

each mobile node to a grid point and minimizes the maxi-
mum moving distance among all sensors.

As shown in Figure 3, each mobile sensor first move verti-
cally to its projection on a pre-defined line in the first phase.
In the second phase, given the set of mobile sensors S, the
grid points Y , and sensor’s moving range d, the following
algorithm computes if every grid point can be occupied by
a mobile sensor under the sensor mobility constraint.

Max-Flow(X, Y, d)

1. Construct a bipartite graph G(V, E) (V = X ∪ Y ) as
follows. Each vertex in X represents a mobile sensor,
and each vertex in Y represents a grid point along the
line. E = {(u, v), (v, u)|u ∈ X, v ∈ Y , and dist(u, v) <
d}.

2. From G(V, E), construct a flow graph G∗(V ∗, E∗) and
assign capacity to each edge as follows: ∀ u ∈ V,
add u to V ∗; ∀ (u, v) ∈ E, add (u, v) to E∗. Set
capacity(u, v) = 1 if u ∈ X and v ∈ Y , otherwise,
set capacity(u, v) = 0. Add a virtual source node S
to V ∗ , and ∀ u ∈ S, add an edge (S, u) to E∗, set
capacity(S, u) = 1; add a virtual sink node D to V ∗,
and ∀ u ∈ Y of G(V, E), add an edge (u, D) to E∗, set
capacity(u, D) = 1.

3. Use a maximum flow algorithm (e.g., Ford-Fulkerson
[33]) to compute and return the maximum flow from
S to D in G∗.

The Max-Flow algorithm above terminates in O(V E2)
time. When the algorithm terminates, if the returned max-
imum flow from S to D equals the number of grid points,
each grid point will be assigned a sensor and a barrier can be
formed. Otherwise, if the returned maximum flow is smaller
than the number of grid points, there are not enough sensors
to occupy all the grid points, i.e., some grid points will not
be occupied by sensors.

Although we assume all nodes are mobile in this case to
explore the limit of the barrier coverage that a mobile sen-
sor network can provide, the Max-Flow algorithm can han-
dle the scenario where there are both stationary and mobile
sensors. A stationary sensor is equivalent to a mobile node
with a zero moving range.

We then use binary search to find the minimax moving
distance among all sensors.

Minimax-Moving-Distance (X , Y )

1 last success ← �; last fail ← 0; d ← �
2 while (last success - last fail ≥ ε)
3 do f ← Max-Flow(X , Y , d)
4 if (f = sizeof(Y ))
5 then last success ← d
6 else last fail ← d
7 d ← (last fail + last success)/2
8 return d

The above binary search based Minimax-Moving-Distance
algorithm terminates in Θ(log �) iterations. When it ter-
minates, it will return the minimum moving distance that
allows every grid point to be occupied by a sensor. The ε
in line 2 of Minimax-Moving-Distance is a termination
threshold. It represents the precision of the d obtained from
this algorithm. In each iteration, MAX-FLOW is executed
once, so the total running time of the sensor mobility scheme
is O(log � V E2).

4.3 Simulation Results
We now present the performance of the above sensor move-

ment scheme, and compared it with a greedy algorithm. For
all the simulation results presented in this paper, each data
point is an average of 1000 experiments. The standard de-
viations of the data points are small and thus not plotted.

4.3.1 Minimax moving distance
We randomly deploy m mobile nodes in a rectangular area

of length 2mr and width w. As discussed earlier, the max-
imum moving distance of the vertical movement is Θ(w).
Here we focus on the minimax moving distance of the hori-
zontal movement.

To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to
explore the fundamental limits of barrier coverage with sen-
sors of limited mobility. There is no prior work which we
can directly compare our approach with. To demonstrate
the performance of our proposed sensor mobility scheme, we
consider a greedy approach and use it as a reference point.
The greedy approach tries to assign the closest available mo-
bile sensor to each grid point. Each time we randomly select
a grid point that has not assigned a sensor, and assign the
closest available mobile sensor to the grid point. This pro-
cess is repeated until all the grid points are occupied.

Figure 4 compares the minimax moving distance of our
scheme with that of the greedy algorithm. As the length
of the field increases, the minimax moving distance of the
greedy algorithm grows linearly, while in our scheme the
growth is sub-linear, resulting in a widening gap between
the two approaches.

According to Theorem 1, the minimax moving distance
(dm) in our scheme is proportional to the square root of
the length (�), i.e., dm = Θ(�0.5). This is confirmed by
the regression results, as shown in Figure 4. For exam-
ple, the simulation results for the case r = 20 can be well
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Figure 4: Minimax moving distance to achieve bar-
rier coverage.

fitted by dm = a�b + c, where a = 5.8934, b = 0.4919,
and c = −27.4322. The 95% confidence interval of b is
[0.4749, 0.5090].
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Figure 5: Minimax moving distance with redundant
mobile sensors.

4.3.2 Effect of redundant mobile sensors
In the above experiments, the number of sensors is the

minimum required to achieve barrier coverage. There is no
redundant sensors. In practice, redundant sensors are often
deployed to improve the robustness and prolong the lifetime
of a network. It is interesting to see how our algorithm per-
forms when there are more mobile sensors than the minimum
requirement to achieve barrier coverage.

In the experiments, we consider three network scenarios
where the length of the field is set to be 1000, 3000, and
5000, respectively. The sensing range of a sensor is fixed at
10. Therefore, the minimum required number of sensors to
achieve barrier coverage in each scenario is 50, 150, and 250,
respectively. We vary the number of mobiles deployed for
each scenario from its minimum required number to twice
as much.

As shown in Figure 5, the minimax moving distance to
achieve barrier coverage decreases as more redundant mobile

sensors are added. For comparison, we also plot the mini-
max moving distance obtained from greedy approach for the
same settings. The gap between the greedy approach and
our algorithm narrows as more sensors are deployed. The
reason is that as the number of redundant nodes increases,
there will be more nodes nearby to choose from for each
grid point in the greedy algorithm. Consequently, the re-
sults obtained by the greedy algorithm will be close to the
optimal approach. However, this happens only when there
is a large number of redundant nodes. Our algorithm out-
performs the greedy approach by a large margin when there
is no significant large number of redundant nodes.

5. MOBILITY IMPROVES BARRIER COV-
ERAGE

In this section, we study the impact of sensor mobility on
the barrier coverage probability. The mobility characteris-
tics of a sensor network include the ratio of mobile sensors
among all the sensors, and the moving range of these mobile
sensors. The results will help network planners choose ap-
propriate parameters to ensure barrier coverage for a given
network scenario.

5.1 Effect of Node Mobility on Percolation
Threshold

In [4], the barrier coverage of a two-dimensional sensor
network is related to the existence of a giant sensor cluster
that percolates the network. According to percolation the-
ory [34], in a network where sensors are located according to
a Poisson point process of density λ, there exists a critical
density λc where a phase transition occurs with respect to
the size of the largest sensor cluster.

If the node density is below the critical density, i.e., λ <
λc, all sensor clusters are finite in size almost surely and
there is no percolation. There exists an uncovered region
where an intruder can penetrate the network without be-
ing detected. When the node density is above the critical
density, i.e., λ ≥ λc, an unbounded sensor cluster emerges
to percolate the whole network, acting as a “trip wire” that
can detect any intruders crossing the network. The critical
condition for the existence and strength of barrier cover-
age is further studied for a two-dimensional rectangle sensor
network in [6].

When some or all of the sensors are mobile, these mobile
sensors can move to desired locations, bridging isolated sen-
sor clusters together to form a global cluster, as has been il-
lustrated in Figure 1. This will lower the percolation thresh-
old and improve the number of disjoint sensor barriers. For a
given total number of sensors, the more mobile sensors, the
lower the percolation threshold. The extent that the per-
colation threshold is lowered would depend on the fraction
of sensors that are mobile as well as their moving ranges.
In the extreme case, when all sensors are mobile and the
moving range is not a limiting factor, sensors can move to
line up side-by-side to provide maximum number of disjoint
barriers.

Analysis on the continuum percolation threshold under
the Poisson point process is a challenging task [34]. We use
simulations to confirm the above arguments on the effect of
node mobility on the percolation threshold. In the simula-
tion, sensors are initially deployed in a rectangle region of
size 1000 × 100 uniformly at random. The sensing range of



each sensor is set to be 10 and the moving range of each sen-
sor is set to be 30. We vary the fraction of mobile sensors
to examine the effect of node mobility on the percolation
threshold which is equivalent to the barrier coverage proba-
bility.
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Figure 6: Effect of node mobility on the percolation
threshold (barrier coverage probability).

Figure 6 shows how the percolation threshold (barrier cov-
erage probability) is lowered when a fraction of the sensors
become mobile. In the figure each data point represents
the average of 1000 repeated experiments. The different
curves correspond to different fraction of mobile sensors,
0%, 12.5%, 25%, 50%, and 100%. We observe that for each
curve, there is a “phase transition” at some point where the
barrier coverage probability quickly increases from 0 to 1.
For each curve the transition point represents the percola-
tion threshold. As the fraction of mobile sensors increases,
the percolation threshold decreases. We also observe that
as the fraction of mobile sensors further increases, the rate
that the percolation threshold decreases slows down. This
is likely because many opportunities to connect local sen-
sor clusters so as to form a global cluster have already been
explored. Further increasing the fraction of mobile sensors
will not result in significant gain.

5.2 Barrier Coverage with Mobile Sensors
A mobile sensor can move to any location within its mov-

ing range. In our algorithm, we restrict its movement to
discrete grid points. A mobile sensor initially deployed at
(x0, y0) can be relocated to any grid point within a circle of
radius R. The candidate locations are (x ± di, y ± dj) for

integers i,j satisfying (i2 + j2) ≤ R2

d2 where d is the unit
length of the grids. We recognize that the discretization of
candidate locations introduces a deviation between the op-
timal desired location and final location produced by our
algorithm. Nevertheless, this deviation is upper bounded
by d. Thus its impact on the performance of the algorithm
depends on the grid size d. When d � R and d � r, we
expect the detrimental effect caused by the discretization of
sensor movement to be minimum. This is confirmed by our
simulation results.

We first construct a graph that accounts for both the sta-
tionary sensors and the candidate locations that mobile sen-
sors can move to. An edge is added between two nodes in

the graph if they are not candidate locations for the same
mobile node and the distance between them is within 2r.
We then use a depth-first-search based algorithm to test if
a rectangular area is barrier covered. Our algorithm is a
centralized approach and works for network scenarios with
arbitrary combinations of stationary and mobile sensors.

1. Construct a graph G = (V, E), V = V1∪V2, V1∩V2 = ∅
as follows. Each vertex in V1 represents a stationary
sensor, and V2 = ∪i,j{uij} where uij is the j-th candi-
date location of mobile node i. E = {(u, v)|∀u, v ∈ V ,
u and v are not candidate locations for the same mo-
bile node; distance(u, v) ≤ 2r, where r is the sensing
range of each sensor.}.

2. Construct a graph G∗ = (V ∗, E∗). V ∗ = V ∪ {S, D},
E∗ = E ∪ {(S, u)|u ∈ V intersects the left boundary
of the rectangular area} ∪{(u, D)|u ∈ V intersects the
right boundary of the rectangular area}.

3. Perform Mobile-Barrier on G∗. If it returns SUCCESS,
the area is barrier covered. Otherwise, no barrier can
be formed with current network setting.

The following Mobile-Barrier algorithm tests if there exist
a sensor barrier across the deployed region that accounts for
the sensor mobility by considering all the candidate locations
of mobile sensors.

Mobile-Barrier (G)

1 color all nodes in G as WHITE
2 mi ← UNBLOCKED, for i = 1, .., |m|

� mark all mobile nodes unblocked
3 initiate stack as an empty Stack
4 stack .push(S)
5 color S as GRAY
6 while (stack is not empty)
7 do u ← stact .top()
8 if (u = D)
9 then return SUCCESS

10 for any neighbor v of u
11 do if (v is stationary nodes ) and (v is WHITE)
12 then stack .push( v)
13 color v as GRAY
14 break
15 if (v is a candidate position of a mobile node i)

and (mi = UNBLOCKED)
and (v is WHITE)

16 then stack .push(v)
17 color v as GRAY
18 mi ← BLOCKED; � mark mobile i blocked
19 break
20 � end of for
21 if (u = stack .top()) � nothing is pushed into stack
22 then stack .pop()
23 color u as BLACK
24 if (u is a candidate location of mobile node i)
25 then mi ← UNBLOCKED

� mark mobile i unblocked
26 � end of while
27 return FAILURE

To guarantee that a mobile sensor can only move to one
of its candidate final locations, a variable is introduced (line
2) for each mobile sensor to mark if one of its candidate
locations has been used. In line 18 and 25, the variable is
used to block or free the use of a mobile sensor. In line
15, when considering to whether to visit a node, we check
not only if this node has been visited, but also if any of its
sibling candidate positions have been blocked.

If the above search algorithm terminates with SUCCESS,
there exists a connected sensor cluster spanning from the left



boundary to the right boundary of the region after the se-
lected mobile sensors move to their computed final locations.
The elements in the stack constitute a sequence of sensors
forming a barrier. If the algorithm returns FAILURE, no
barrier can be formed no matter what location each mobile
sensor moves to. Figure 7 shows an example for the exe-
cution of the Mobile-Barrier algorithm on a small network
with one mobile node.
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Figure 7: Example of the execution of Mobile-
Barrier algorithm. The mobile node is assigned to
move to candidate position 1 to form a barrier.

In the network there are n stationary sensors and m mo-

bile sensors with each mobile sensor having k ≈ πR2

d2 can-
didate locations. In the worst case, the while loop iterates
through each stationary sensor once and examines each mo-
bile sensors k times at its k candidate locations. Based on
the complexity of depth-first-search, the algorithm above
terminates in O(n + km) time.

This algorithm is centralized, due to the global nature
of the barrier coverage problem. However, in [6], a divide-
and-conquer approach has been proposed to efficiently build
barriers in a large sensor network. For a large network, we
can adopt this approach to divide a long strip into short
segments, and run the Mobile-Barrier algorithm on these
small segments.

5.3 Simulation Results

5.3.1 Effect of moving range
We first study the effect of maximum sensor moving range

on the probability of barrier coverage. We deploy 100 mo-
bile sensors uniformly at random in four different rectangle
settings, 1500× 100, 1200× 100, 1000× 100, 800× 100. Ev-
ery sensor has a sensing range of 10. Figure 8 plots barrier
coverage probability as a function of sensor’s moving range.

It can be observed that for each of the four scenarios,
there is no barrier coverage upon initial deployment. As the
sensor moving range increases to a certain level, the bar-
rier coverage probability starts to improve. As the moving
range further increases, sensors can travel farther and more
barriers can be formed, resulting in a rapid increase of the
barrier coverage probability. The improvement slows down
and eventually levels off after a certain point. Also, for dif-
ferent rectangle settings, a longer rectangle requires a larger
sensor moving range to achieve barrier coverage. This is
consistent with the analytic results presented in 4.1.
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Figure 8: Effect of sensor moving range on the bar-
rier coverage probability.

It is worth mentioning that, for a rectangular area of
1000 × 100, a minimum of 50 sensors is needed to achieve
barrier coverage if the sensing range of each sensor is 10.
This is achieved when the 50 sensors are lined up side by
side across the rectangle. Without any mobility, our simu-
lation shows that at least 850 sensors are needed if they are
deployed in the same rectangle uniformly at random. When
mobile sensors are deployed uniformly at random, Figure
8 shows that the barrier coverage can be achieved by 100
mobile sensors with a moving range of R = 60 after move-
ment. This indicates a significant efficiency improvement
introduced by sensor mobility.

5.3.2 Effect of ratio of mobile sensors
The effect of the ratio of mobile sensors on the barrier

coverage is similar to that of the moving range. In this
experiment, we randomly deploy a total number of 100 sen-
sors in a rectangular area of size 500 × 50. Among the 100
sensors, the number of mobile sensors varies from 0 to 100.
The sensing range of each sensor is set to be 10. We consider
four different maximum moving ranges R = 10, 20, 30, and
40. Figure 9 shows the relation between barrier coverage
probability and ratio of mobile sensors in the network.

As can be observed from Figure 9, when only stationary
sensors are deployed, barrier coverage cannot be achieved
with the 100 sensors. As we increase the ratio of mobile sen-
sors, the probability of successfully forming a barrier starts
to increase after a certain level, then rises up rapidly and
eventually levels off to 1. This result is important for net-
work planners, as it shows the benefit of additional invest-
ment (deploying a larger ratio of mobile sensors) varies at
different regimes. In the sharp increase part of the curve,
additional investment will lead to significant improvement
in barrier coverage. However, after the curve levels off,
the improvement will slow down with the additional invest-
ment. For a fixed ratio of mobile sensors, the setting with
larger moving range always yields higher probability of bar-
rier cover.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the barrier coverage with mobile

sensors of limited mobility. Through mathematical analysis,
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Figure 9: Effect of percentage of mobile sensors on
the barrier coverage probability.

we first explore the fundamental limits of the barrier cover-
age under sensor mobility. We present an efficient sensor
mobility scheme that achieves the maximum barrier cover-
age and minimizes the maximum sensor moving distance.
We then show that sensor mobility can effectively lower the
percolation threshold of the network, and thus improve the
barrier coverage probability. We further devise an algorithm
that computes the existence of barrier coverage under the
limited sensor mobility constraint, and constructs a barrier
should it exist. Through extensive simulations we examine
the impact of sensor mobility on barrier coverage. Our re-
sults show that the fraction of mobile sensors or the moving
range of mobile sensors has to reach a certain level before the
barrier coverage starts to improve. After this, the improve-
ment rises rapidly and levels off after all possible new bar-
riers are formed. Our results serve as guidelines to network
planers and help build stronger and more efficient barrier
coverage applications.
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